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Welcome to our Summer 

Newsletter.  We begin with 19 
March 2020, the day when we were 
to gather with friends, parishioners 
and staff to celebrate 90 years, to the 
day, when Drumalis opened its 
doors for the first time.  This was 
the day, in 1930, in the aftermath of 
war and Spanish Flu, the CP Sisters 

trundled their way up the hill from Main Street, 
Larne, under cover of darkness, to take up residence 
in the “Smiley House” and to open the Drumalis 
Retreat Centre.  
Who could have predicted that this year’s celebra-
tion was actually the fourth day into Lockdown of 
the entire Centre?  Only two “shielded Sisters” to 
keep the flame burning as Covid-19 took its toll on 
all events, activities and occupants.  It was to be a 
very busy Spring and Summer: of Parish Retreats, 
Guided and Creation-centred Retreats, Chapters, 
Courses, and Conferences.  All cancelled until fur-
ther notice leaving a very quiet House and Grounds, 
with only essential support in place.  However, 
“Lockdown” does not do justice to the situation that 
has unfolded in the meantime.  So much has opened 
up as we began to rise to the challenge.             

The Faith Development Courses have finished out 
their year on Zoom, social media has supported 
meetings, liturgies, prayer evenings and extended 
community gatherings.  Exciting initiatives like The 
Church Unlocked, have started up.   
 

As we publish this newsletter, and ponder the un-
folding story of  Drumalis, one thing that has be-
come clearer than ever, is the role played, by the 
Drumalis Friends and Volunteers.  The steadfast 
interest and love of the Parish Retreat women of 
early days, to the skilled “techies” of today, who can 
deliver a liturgy, a lesson, or a meeting via Zoom 
have been at the core of the  retreat ministry.  This 
includes staff willing to work from home, the ex-
tended community of prayer, the presenters of the 
various activities, volunteers, etc.  All have helped to 
build a support structure which has come into its 
own in this difficult and uncertain time.  
 

 
 

 
 

Equally essential is the contribution of the official 
Friends of Drumalis.  In the current financially 
challenging days their role will be of life saving  
significance.  So we are offering an expanded ac-
count of Drumalis Friends in this newsletter, in the 
hope that this kind of support will continue and if 
possible GROW.   

Thank You Friends 
 

The Friends of Drumalis was founded fourteen years ago when the Sisters of the Cross and Passion felt the 
need to demolish the 60’s building and re-build the new Centre.  A group of volunteers came together to organ-
ize a fund-raising campaign for the building project.  Their remit stretched across the Diocese of Down and 
Connor and beyond, and they raised a substantial contribution towards the building and furnishing of the Cen-
tre.  The story of the expansion and growth of the ministry of Drumalis over the past ten years as recorded in 
these newsletters is due in no small part to the dedication and commitment of the “Friends”.  The group con-
tinues to support the programmes and activities financially. 
 

The “Friends of Drumalis” is now a separate Charity whose donations and fundraising activities help to keep 
the costs of retreats and courses within the reach of as wide a catchment as possible.  Over the years, it has  
resourced new projects like Pathways, the Certificate in Lectio Divina Facilitation, the Certificate in Christian 
Thought, Growth in Prayer and Reflective Living and the Diploma in Pastoral Theology.  These courses would 
not have been within the reach of many participants had it not been for the subsidies donated by the Friends of 
Drumalis.  Assistance with staffing, research and resources for the programmes is part of that too, as well as the 
interest and advice available from the dedicated Board, on an on-going basis. 
 

As a Charity, the “Friends of Drumalis” is accountable to the Charity Commissioners NI and each year the 
board, in liaison with the Drumalis team, determines how to allocate the funds raised.  In addition, a report is 
presented at the Annual Garden Party for the “Friends of Drumalis” giving some indication of how the money 
raised is being spent.  Sadly, there will be no Garden Party this year so we are including this very brief summary 
of income and expenditure for 2019-2020 so that everyone can identify with the issues and demands of provid-
ing this service.  The total of Friends of Drumalis donations received 2019-2020 is £28,175.00 - most of these 
donations were eligible for Gift Aid Tax Return. Smaller donations and Collections (GASDS) also qualified for 
tax return, resulting in a total Tax Return of £8,453.75.  This was one of the best years ever for the “Friends of 
Drumalis” as several very large contributions were received.  This past year, Adult Faith Development  
programmes, the Conservation Volunteer internship, the Oratory Laylight and equipment for improvement of 
in-house facilities all received help from the funds.  Read more on these below. 
 

It goes without saying that Covid-19 has turned the financial situation of Drumalis on its head.  The “Friends” 
will be called on as never before.  Operational costs continue even when there is no occupancy.  Indeed it has 
been a source of comfort to us that in the last three months of closure, and the absence of any income, many 
Friends have sent in their subscriptions earlier than usual, and indeed increased the amounts they have been 
able to give.  Such acts of generosity and support are what keeps us walking “with hope” into what is emerging  
as a very challenging and uncertain future. 
 

We regard all our donors as our “Friends.”  We pray with gratitude for you all.   Also, we express a sincere 
thank you to EM Associates who oversee the accounts and returns to the Charity Commission, to Damien, 
Sandra and Katrina for the in house management of donations.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/Drumalis-702943176399170/


Drumalis and A Rocha - Working together for the sake of our planet 

 

After several years of research and inspection, the decision  
was taken last year to restore the beautiful ceiling light in the 
Oratory.   
 
It had been protected by a sheet of plastic for six years as a 
temporary measure.  However, as a unique example of George 
Walton’s work, it needed expert attention to ensure that it 
would be watertight for future generations to enjoy.   
 
Given the craftsmanship and attention to detail required to 
restore the leadwork and stained glass to its original splendour, 
the work took longer than anticipated but as can be seen from 
the photo, it was well worth the wait. 
 
We are grateful to the Sisters of the Cross and Passion, the 
Pilgrim Trust and many other benefactors who contributed 
financially to ensure that this project could be undertaken.  

Equally, without the skills, knowledge and expertise of Michael 
Hegarty, architect, Colin Suckling, Paul and team from CWS  
Stained Glass Studio, the task would have been impossible.      
 
 
 

Restoration of Oratory Laylight 

Drumalis officially joined A Rocha’s Partners in Action network at this year’s Re-inhabiting the 
Earth Spring Conference “Hope for the Planet” from 14-16 February.  This was a double first for 
A Rocha - Drumalis is their first partnership in Northern Ireland and also their first in the  
Catholic Community.   A Rocha will provide support and expertise to help Drumalis develop its 
environmental strategy and activities within the context of the Christian Community and the  
challenge of caring for our common home together. 
 

An integral part of the project has been the recruitment of a conservation volunteer - Emma 
Johnston, who came to live and work here in January.  Her enthusiasm and cheerfulness have 
already made an impact and here she shares a little more about her background and her goals at 
Drumalis: 
 
“I’m delighted to be the Drumalis Conservation Volunteer as part of their partnership with con-
servation charity A Rocha UK.  Drumalis is now part of a growing national network of Christian 
centres committed to creating space for local wildlife on their grounds, increasing sustainability 
and inspiring others to engage with creation care.     
 
I grew up in Galashiels in the Scottish Borders, studied environmental science in my parent’s 

hometown of Stirling and most recently lived and worked at a children’s outdoor activity centre near Kirkcudbright in Dumfries and 
Galloway.  These places with stunning rivers such as the Tweed, hills like the Ochils as well as the coastal bays and forest parks of Gal-
loway have grown my own connection and wonder of nature over the years. 
 

My first impressions of Drumalis were its striking sense of calm and order in the wonderfully well-maintained house (a big contrast to 
the outdoor centre!).  I arrived mid-January so have not been able to get fully stuck into the outdoors work yet.  However, I am  
inspired by the great potential of the gardens to welcome local wildlife and the enthusiasm of the Drumalis team and guests,  
particularly at our Spring Conference this February. 
 

Unfortunately, due to the current pandemic I have had to return home to Scotland for the time being.  Although this has delayed  
progress, I have still been able to prepare for some of the projects I would like to start off with all-be-it from a distance.  Grasslands 
are a priority habitat across Northern Ireland as pollinators continue to decline.  Approximately one third of Ireland’s 98 wild bee  
species are still threatened with extinction.  I am keen to set aside a portion of the grounds to become wildflower meadow.  Simply 
leaving patches of our lawns un-cut can give a vital lifeline to these valuable insects while giving us the joy of bright flowers.  
 

Secondly, I’d like to establish a self-guided prayer walk around the grounds with points to pause and reflect amidst the beautiful trees 
and rose garden overlooking the harbour.  Along the way there will be some prompts from scripture and poetry to remind us to stop 
and be still.  One thing I am learning during this period of lockdown is how to be content when everything is stripped back.  Where is 
true fulfilment to be found?  
 

The words of Paul in his letter to the Philippians echo some of what we are experiencing today on a global level. He thanks his friends 

in distant Philippi for sharing in his trouble and supplying gifts to fulfil his need.  He then goes on to say “For I have learned in what-

ever situation I am to be content.  I know how to be brought low, and I know how to abound.  In any and every circumstance, I have 

learned the secret of facing plenty and hunger, abundance and need.  I can do all things through him who strengthens me”.  

Emma Johnston pictured with Andy 
Lester, Head of Conservation, A Rocha 
lighting the ECI Climate Justice Candle 
during “Reinhabiting the Earth” Spring 
Conference at Drumalis (14-16 Feb 2020) 

Restored Oratory Laylight   



Reflecting on “Growth in Prayer and Reflective Living” Course  

A Fond Farewell 

During this time of pandemic, it has been impossible to pay 
respect to those who have died in the normal ways.  This has 
been particularly cruel and difficult for so many people and our 
thoughts are with them at this time.   
 

Loss has not escaped Drumalis either.  We remember especially 
Sr Anna’s brother, Daniel.  Daniel was a regular visitor to  
Drumalis over the years, not only to visit his sister but also 
through his association with the Mount Oliver Summer School 
each August.  He is fondly remembered by all who met him for 
his cheerfulness and charm.   The Mount Oliver Summer 
School community was dealt a double loss as their priest and 
mentor Fr Tom Hamill died on 27 March - another familiar face 
at Drumalis each summer. 
 

We were also heartbroken to learn of Fr Jim O’Donoghue’s 
death as a direct result of COVID-19.  Fr Jim was a stalwart 
member of the Parish Retreat Team here at Drumalis for many 
years and loved and respected by all.  We would like to share 
this fitting and most eloquent of tributes to Fr Jim which was 
sent to us by Annie, one of our local Parish Retreat promoters: 

 “I was deeply saddened to hear of 
the death of Fr Jim who salved my 
weary heart and soul at many  
Parish Retreats and lightened my 
mood with his mischievous  
humour, wonderful stories and way 
with words delivered in that so  
endearing voice and accent: his 
living made the world a better place 
and for me part of his essence will  
always permeate the grounds and 
rooms of Drumalis.” 
  
 

We also remember fondly Rose McGahey, the promoter of the 
Franciscan Tertians, who died in April.  Rose was a  
hardworking woman, who devoted much of her life to others.  
 
 

May they all rest in peace. 
 

 Fr Jim O’Donoghue mhm  

“It was around this time last year that I was reassessing life in general and I came to realise that my life was flying by, going far too 
quickly!  I was very much aware that my job was keeping me really busy, it was getting a lot of my attention and I was missing out 
on special time with family, friends and with God. 
    

I knew I had to reconnect with my prayer life, I needed to find a way of spending more time with God while continuing to live my 
life with all its highs and lows.  So, the Growth in Prayer and Reflective Living (GPRL) Course in Drumalis came at the right time, 
I felt I was directed down this path as I signed up to join the Autumn 2019 course.   
 

The GPRL course is in itself a broad course, it helps those who want to have a closer relationship with God, those who are maybe 
struggling with prayer (and let’s be fair, most of us do at different times in our lives) to reconnect and to help those who want to 
make choices aligned with God’s dream for the world.    
 

It is a big commitment as it is a one-year programme (30 x 2.5hr sessions) but I am thrilled that I managed to attend most of the 
Monday night sessions, heading some evenings straight from work in Belfast, out the motorway to the quiet haven of Drumalis, in 
Larne.  The journeys to and from Drumalis were, for me, as much part of the course itself as I did quite a bit of reflective prayer 
along the way. 
 

Now here I am in June 2020, armed with lots of prayer resources, reflection skills, new friendships and a renewed relationship 
with God.  I’ve shared in some great thought provoking discussions and I’ve enjoyed very special reflective moments which  
allowed me the opportunity to: 
 

  Reflect on who God is for me  

 Become aware of the many ways in which God communicates with me 

 Familiarise myself with different methods of prayer to help me have conversations with God 

 Develop my spirituality to integrate prayer and my life 
 

I would say the Growth in Prayer and Reflective Living course has “done what it says on the tin” - it has given me the  
opportunity to reconnect and have a closer relationship with God.”    - Maria Bradley 

 

Rose Bed of Remembrance 
 

Over the past year, families and friends have bought rose bushes  
which have been planted in a special bed in the Drumalis rose  
garden in memory of loved ones who have died.  Each rose  
planted is accompanied by a sign with the person’s name and who 
it is from as well as the variety of rose. 
 

The prolonged spell of good weather we have enjoyed over the 
past few months has seen this bed flourish and it already boasts a 
beautiful array of colours. 



A Final Word...     As well as giving thanks for the 90 years of ministry at Drumalis, on 2nd September, we will 

be celebrating the 200th birthday of our foundress, Elizabeth Prout (pictured left).  In her short life, she lived 
through many crises which she faced into with courage and compassion.   
 
Following in her footsteps we too are facing into a situation which is totally unpredictable.  With the help and  
support and shared wisdom of our FRIENDS, we can meet the challenge with faith and courage.     
        

      With thanks to all from Sr Margaret Rose, Sr Anna and Maura 

“Almost 10 years ago was a time when I was newly retired from parish ministry in Kent.  It 
was a time for uprooting myself from Canterbury Diocese and a time to look for a spiritual 
home where I could discern God’s call for my ministry in  
retirement . 
 

In the uprooting and moving, the seeds that had been planted in my heart were  
germinating, growing into a desire to serve God in a new way which would be more about 
‘being’ than ‘doing’. 
 

There was a time of listening to God, discerning the call and  searching for a place where the 
necessary work of pulling down barriers, uprooting weeds, healing and building a solid founda-
tion for being the servant of God could take place. 
 

And then I found the place, Drumalis and an open welcome, unconditional  
acceptance, a sanctuary, a place to reflect and a place to meet others. I found a place to grow. 
 

Over the last six years or more I’ve experienced a time to weep and a time to laugh,  
a time to mourn and a time to dance, a time to scatter stones and a time to gather them  
as I’ve attended  retreats and trained as a Spiritual Director at Drumalis. I learned to embrace the roots of my culture and  
appreciate my own difference 
 

I am African, born in South Africa.  I have values, customs that come from my background. I have expectations of relationships 
based on my upbringing.  
 

Finding my roots embedded in communality of living and appreciating them was transformative and enriched my ministry of 
Spiritual direction. 
 

I also found who I am in God through the Spiritual Exercises of St Ignatius which was life changing.   
 

I’ve grown to appreciate the welcome I received more and more as the years have gone by and now we are all in a new time: a 
time of international plague, of lockdown of ‘social distancing’ when we cannot gather together with friends or family or in our 
places of worship or as a community at Drumalis.  These are challenging times and by the grace of God there are benefits in the 
midst of tragedy. 
 

Evelyn Underhill said: ‘The key to the situation lies in the will not the imagination’  
 

We can try and imagine how we might go forward together, how we can hold onto the sense of community when we can’t gather 
in person. 
 

But by being willing to step out and try something new that very fragile thing, a sense of community, can survive and grow.  
In fact my own experience has been joyful surprise at the benefits of meeting together in a Zoom meeting. 
 

So we Zoom together for Sunday prayer, for Community meetings and we learn to communicate and listen to each other in new 
ways.   And surely that is the hallmark of a solid foundation for Community.”  - Ann Irvine 

 

There is a time for everything and a season for every activity under heaven 

Ann Irvine 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS  
 

In light of the current global situation and government regulations, we are running a limited in-house programme until the end of 
2020.  However, a range of courses and retreats will continue by Zoom video conferencing.   
 

These include online Summer Individually Guided Retreats - 3 day, 4 day, 6 day and 8 day options - from 29 June - 7 July and from 
11-19 August.  Please see promotional video on YouTube - https://youtu.be/u5QKoD6s2M4 or via Drumalis Facebook page or 
website - many thanks to Loreto for producing this.  There will also be a short course “Abiding Memories: Mary Magdalene” with  
Sr Pam Thimmes in August.  
 

We also welcome new applications for Pathways, Certificate in Christian Thought and Growth in Prayer and Reflective Living adult 
faith development courses - please email maura@drumalis.co.uk for further details.  These will run either in-house at Drumalis  
or by Zoom.   
 

The Advent Retreat with Fr Pat Kelly will take place at Drumalis from 11-13 December - book early to avoid disappointment as 
places are limited. 
 

  

https://youtu.be/u5QKoD6s2M4

